Recently, Polarimetric SAR (PolSAR) techniques have been much studied as hot research topics in the area of SAR. The objective of this paper is to assess the Principal component analysis (PCA) technique combining with multi-polarimetric SAR data for change detection. PCA proposed in this paper give an effective and quick way to achieve the difference map from the whole multi-temporal images, and while the multi-polarimetric SAR present more information than traditional single-polarimetric SAR and can give an accurate result for change detection. Finally, the simulated multi-temporal SAR images from ERS are used to validate the PCA technique, and then ENVISAT dual-pol SAR data and ALOS PALSAR full-pol SAR data are applied to present the preliminary results of change detection. The results show that the polarimetric PCA technique proposed here has a good performance on those experimental SAR data, because it take full advantage of two components corresponding to unchanged and changed portion and the polarimetric information.
INTRODUCTION
Change detection is an important technique in environmental earth observation and security, and implies the comparison of remote sensing images from different moments in time. Despite the presence of speckle noise, the use of SAR sensors in change detection is potentially attractive from the operational viewpoint. The active microwave sensors present the advantage that (unlike optical ones) they are independent of atmospheric and sunlight conditions. This makes it possible to plan the monitoring of a region (by repeat pass imaging) with advance timing defined according to end-user requirements (e.g., seasonal and agricultural calendars). In the context of SAR image analysis, the problem of unsupervised change detection has been addressed focusing on different aspects, including image despeckling, choice of the comparison operator and optimal threshold selection. Because of the multiplicative nature of speckle noise, it appears more effective to use the ratio operator than the difference operator to compare two SAR temporal images. In fact, the ratio method is quite sensitive to the presence of image speckle in the sense that speckle patterns [1] . Principle component analysis(PCA) is usually adoped for compression and enhancement of multispectral data. More recently PCA has applied on multifrequency polarimetric SAR imagery [2] by considering a multiplicative model to describe the interaction between signal and speckle noise with effective results. After PC transformation, the set of the transformed data presents several favorable properties. Images are uncorrelated with each other. The variance of the data is equal in both domains and is strongly concentrated in the first component. The signal to noise ratio(SNR) of the first component increases with respect to the SNR of each original image, resulting in a visual enhancement with associated reduction of noise. Common features of the images appear in the first component while differences in the others. This work deals with the application of PCA to multitemporal polarimetric SAR data [3, 4] , aiming at detecting changes in the backscatter response.
PCA TECNIQUE

General Theory
Two SAR image vectors 1 X 、 with the same region and different time are projected to the principal direction and
=same parts of two SAR images
Because of the orthogonality of vector V and vector U, we can also get (4)
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According to equation (2) and equation (8), we can get
Combining with Polarimetric SAR Information
For the sake of reduce of computation cost, we use , whose size is 2*2. And then, matrix G can be written as
In this paper, PCA technique with polarimetric SAR data will be done as follows:
Step1: speckle filtering for multi-temporal polSAR data; Step2: change detection based on ratio method for different polarization data, such as HH, VV; Step3: Using the matrix G and applying PCA analysis to two results of change detection for different polarization data;
Step4: setting a threshold T for change detection, and getting the final change detection result from the principle component.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Test for Simulated SAR data
The PCA technique proposed in this paper will be firstly validated using a simulated multi-temporal SAR data which came from ERS SAR data imaged on 11 January 2004. The dark rectangle as changed part in simulated data was made by hand. , and then is the changed part between two temporal SAR data. In Figure2, it obvious that PCA technique achieved a good result as expected. But it is just a simple simulated sample, and the test for real polarimetric data is necessary. 
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a simple method for change detection combining with the PCA transform and polarimetric SAR information in the final results, which need less computation cost for Remote Sensing application. All the tests on the simulated and real SAR data show that this is an effective process and achieved the result as expected. However, the investigation in the role of full polarimetric SAR information in the result of multi-temporal change detection requires study in the Further works.
